
 

9. CONVENTIONS 
 

Unusual NT: If you play Unusual NT, you must describe which version 

you play. 

 Example 1:  5/5 minors 

 Example 2:  2 lowest unbid suits 

 

4th Suit Forcing: If you play this, you should complete the relevant  

   sections. 

   If you do not play this, leave it blank. 

NT Checkback:  If this applies to your system, complete this section. 

 

Defence to 3NT opening:  

 Example 1: If you have a specific defence to opponents   

   3NT opening, you must describe it here or name the 

   convention you play. 

 Example 2: If you have no specific defence to this, write Natural. 

 

Defence to Opening Twos:  

 Example 1: If you have a specific defence to opponents   

   opening Twos, you must describe it here or name  

   the convention you play. 

 Example 2: If you have no specific defence to this, write Natural. 

 

Defence to Multi 2: 

 Example 1: If you have a specific defence to opponents   

   Multi 2, you must describe it here or name the  

   convention you play. 

 Example 2: If you have no specific defence to this, write Natural. 

 

Defence to RCO style 2-s:  

 Example 1: If you have a specific defence to opponents   

   RCO style 2-s, you must describe it here or name  

   the convention you play. 

 Example 2: If you have no specific defence to this, write Natural. 

 

Defence to Other 2-s:  

 Example 1: If you have a specific defence to opponents   

   2-level openings, you must describe it here or name 



   the convention you play. 

 Example 2: If you have no specific defence to this, write Natural. 

 

Defence to  strong 1 / 2 : 

 Example 1: If you have a specific defence to opponents   

   strong 1 or 2 openings, you must describe it here 

   or name the convention you play. 

 Example 2: If you have no specific defence to these, write  

   Natural. 

 

Over 1NT interference: 

If opponents interfere with your partner’s opening 1NT, you should 

explain here how you handle that. 

 Example 1: Lebensohl 

 Example 2: Natural 

 Example 3:  Stolen bid doubles, other bids natural. 

 

 

Lebensohl – other uses 

 

If you use Lebensohl for any other purpose than handling opponents’ 

interference of your partner’s opening 1NT, you need to explain it 

here. 

 

Take out of 4 level pre-empts: 

If you have adopted this with your partner, you need to explain it in the 

relevant sections here. Otherwise, leave it blank. 

 

 


